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DYNAMIC RESPONSE AT ALTlTUE OF A TuRBoJXI? ENGINE 
WITH VARUBLZ AREA EXHAUST NO- 
By Gene J. Deli0 and Solomon Rosenzweig 
The dynamic characteristics of a turbojet engine with variable 
exhaust nozzle area were investigated over a range of alt i tudes and 
flight Mach numbers. These characteristicg geneklized to  s t a n w d  
static  sea-level  conditions  thereby  permitting the prediction of engine 
dynamic behavior at all altitudes and flight Mach numbers. 
Data resulting from approximate step disturbances i n  either *de- 
pendent m i a b l e  suggested transfer  functions  derivable from basic 
functional relationships. The. minimum data required t o  define the 
transfer functions were :  experimentally d e t e d n e d  dynamic char- 
acter is t ics  (engine time constant and i n i t i a l  rise rat io)  obtained 
from indicial  responses; static  characterist ics determined from steady- 
s ta te  performance curves f o r  each of the independent variables. The 
engine $ime constant and. initial rise rat ios  could be obtained f r o m  a 
step change i n  either of the independent variables. 
The constants of the transfer functions, which describe engine 
dynamic behavior, varied throughout the engine-speed range and for  
different eaaust nozzle areas. These constants, generalized t o  stand- 
ard static sea-level conditions, are plotted as functions of generalized 
speed. These constants are &so tabulated f o r  five particular combina- 
tions of engine speed and exhaust nozzle area. 
INTRODUCTION 
Control system design for  turbojet  engines i s  c r i t i ca l  because 
full realization of engine potentialities  requires  operation a t  or  near 
the maximum temperature and rotational speed of the engine. It i s  also 
desirable t o  have a controller that (I) prevents power-plant damage; 
(2) operates in a stable megner under ming conditions of altitude, 
flight Mach number, and thrust setting; (3) requires no attention from 
the operator except for thrust setting; and (4) has good response time 
at  all operating conditions. These requirements can be met only by 
closed loop control systems, which permit much greater accuracy than is  
possible with open loop systems. 
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In a closed loop control system for a turbojet  engine,  the  power 
plant  is  one-element  of  the  control  system, and any variation in the 
engine  dynamic  behavior i s  reflected  throughout  the  system.  Previous 
theoretical ssd eqerimental analyses  (references 1 to 3) have  indi- 
cated  that  engine  dynamics vary with  altitude,  flight  Mach  number, and 
operating point. Therefore, a knowledge of these variations in engine 0) 
behavior must be incorporated into the controller to insure satisfactory M 
operation of the  control ~ystan over  the  conq?lete  operating  range.  It 
has been shown (reference-4)  that  the  steady-state  characteristics of 
a turbojet  engine  generalize  far  varying dt tude and night Mach num- 
ber  conditions.  Because  engineidyaamics also vary, a generalization 
similar to steady-state  generaljzation  would  be  desirable. 
I 
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The  objects of this  investigation,  carried  out  at the NACA Lewis 
laboratory,  are: (1) to  present  the  dynamic  characteristics of the 
engine  dependent  variables  with,respect  to  the  independent  variables 
(engine  fie1 flow and exhaust  nozzle  ai-ea); (2) to  show  the  variation of 
engine  dynamic  dharacteristics with altitude,  flight  Mach  number,  and 
engine  speed; (3) to  demonstrate a means of generalization of the 
dynamic characteristics  to  sea-level  conditions; and (4) to  determine 
the  minimum  amount of experimental data necessary to completely 
describe  turbojet  engine dynamic characteristics. 
A turbojet  engine  was  operated  over .a range of  altitudes varying 
from 15,000 to 40,000 feet  at  flight  Mach  numbers  ranging  from 0.22 t  
0.88. The trmsient responses of the  dependent  engine  vaxiables  (speed, 
comgressor-discharge  total  pressure,  turbine-discharge  total  pres-, 
turbine-discharge  temperature,  Bnd  jet  thrust) to approximate  step  dis- 
turbances of the  independent wiables (fuel flow and efhaust  nozzle 
area}  were  recordeit.  Steady-sthte  calibration  data  were  obtained ov r
the  range  investigated. . .  
Data  are  presented in graphical form t o  indicate  the  trends  of  the 
variation i n  engine  dyaamic  characteristics  with  altitude,  flight Mach 
number,  and  engine  speed.  Generalization of the  data to sea-level  con- 
ditions is also shown. 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS . 
A knowledge of engine  dynamic  characterfstics  results from the 
study of engine  responses  to  certain  test  inputs. In practice,  the 
engine may be subjected  to  either a sinusoidal  or a transient  input 
because of the ease  with  which  these  inputs are applied and the  result- 
ing  responses  can  be  analyzed. . .  * 
. .. . . .. " . " 
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d The value of  determining the response to a  transient  input  has 
been pointed aut (for exanple, reference 5 ) .  Specifically, any l inear 
system i s  conqletely determFned if i t s  response to  some -type of tran- 
sient a u t  is specified. Reference 6 demonstrates that indicial  
responses (step disturbances of the independent variables) yield %he 
basic dynamic characteristics of a turbojet  engine with m-i.nSmum engine 
and equipment qperathg the. Data result,- from step function inputs 
indicate  that engine dynamic behavior can be described by element- 
transfer function forms, and the nature of the indicial  responses hint 
that certain functional. relationships exist. W i t h  the use of o n l y  the 
basic  assmgtion of linearity,  functianal  relationships  cm be used t o  
derive the forms of the engine transfer functions. These transfer 
f'unctions f i t  ewerimental data which are L-Lmited in accuracy by various 
instrumentation lags and supply source regulation. In addition, the 
gas turbine engine i s  pr-ily a single capacity system. Therefore, 
the method of transient analysis produces results that can be. inter- 
preted simply. 
Engine Speed Response 
- Typical  responses t o  a  step change in fuel flow, exhaust  nozzle 
area being held constant, are shown in figure 1. The speed response 
i s  exponential in nature, aSa the transfer function for this particular 
form is (reference 5) 
Kriw 
= 1 + 7 s  
( P U L  symbols are  defined i n  appendix A. 1 The gsin term i s  a 
measure of engine sensitivity, or the speed change due t o  a change in 
fue l  flaw, a. The engine time constant 7: is a.measure of tbe accel- 
eration time of the engine and i s  the tFme f o r  the engine speed t o  
increase or  decrease by an amount (1 - $) of the final change AW. 
Figure 2(a] i l lus t ra tes  an indicial  speed response to  fue l  flow. 
m . .  
From the  basic assumptions and the mathematical development shm 
i n  reference 6, %he transfer function relating speed to cheages i n  both 
the  fuel flaw and exhaust nozzle area fs 
1 
i 
. 
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The engine  time  constant is
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The  gain  terms & and h, clefined in appendix A, are a measure of 
qeed sensitivity i n  equilibrium  to  changes in fuel flow and exhaust 
qozzle area, respectively. 
In the  design  of gas turbine  engine controls, other  engine parame- 
ters  are of importance.  Compressor-discharge  total  pressure may be 
used  to  limit fuel flow, thereby  preventing  c.olqpressor s t a l l  or surge. 
Turbine-discharge  temperature and pressure  limits  are  needed  to  prevent 
overtemperature and engine  damage.  Jet  thrust is a measure of the 
power output of  the  engine.  Therefore,  the  dynamic  responses  of  these 
variables  should also be known.: 
Compressor-Discharge  Total  Pressure 
The  response  of  congressor-discharge  total  pressure  to an approxi- 
mate step disturbance in fuel flow is illuetrated in figure 1. A 
transfer  flmction  describing  this  type of response  is  (reference 5)
The gain  term  is  the  sensitivity of pressure response to change8 
of f'uel  flow.  Figure  2(b)  illustrates an indicial pressure  response to 
fuel flaw. As developed in reference.6, 
In figure 2(b), the  initial pressure rise  is due to the fuel increase 
only and it is  at  constant speed. The additional preesure rise  is due 
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- 4  to the  speed  change only and it  is  at  constant  fuel  flow.  The  initial 
rise  ratio d is  the  ratio  of  the  pressure  rise  at  constant  speed  to 
the  entire  pressure  rise. When the  pressure  rise  at  constant  speed  is 
less than the  entire  pressure  rise,  the  initial  rise  ratio d s  less 
than  unity. 
From the  basic  assumptions  and  the  mathematical  develqpment  shown 
in reference 6, the  transfer  function  relating  conpressor-discharge 
total  pressure to changes in both the  fuel f l o w  and ekhaust  nozzle  axe& 
is 
Again, the gain terms KPCw and are the amount of pressure 
changes  resulting  from a change  in  fuel  flow and exhaust  nozzle  area, 
respectively.  The vdues for  the  initial  rise  ratio  are 
The  initial  rise rat ;io d is the ratio of the in itial  change to 
the  total  change in pressure  at  constant  elrhaust  nozzle  area, and. it is 
the  immediate  effect  noted  from a change in Rzel flow at  constant  speed. 
S i m i l a r l y ,  the  Fnftial  ri8e  ratio e is the  ratio of the  initial 
change to the  total  change in pressure  at  constast  fuel  flow, and it is 
the  immediate  effect  noted from a change in area at  constant  fuel  flow. 
Turbine-Dfscharge  Total  Temperature 
an& Total E’ressure 
The responses of turbine-discharge  total  temperature and total 
pressure  to a step change in fuel flow at constant  area  are also sham 
in figure 1. The pressure-response  indicates an initial  rise  ratio 
less  than  one:  that is, the  pressure  increase  due  to  fuel  flow only is
lese than  the  pressure  increase  due  to both fuel Mow and speed.  The 
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temperature response, however, indicates that the temperature Fncrease 
due t o  fuel flow on ly  i s  greater than the temperature increase due t o  
both fuel flow and speed; that is, the initial. r i se   ra t io  f o r  the tem- 
perature response i s  greater t h e  one. Similar data at maximum speed 
shows that, for  t h i s  particular engine, the reverse is true. The pres- 
sure overshoots i t s  f i n d  value-whereas the temperature does not. It 
follows that a t  some speed less  .than msdmum, both the teruperature and 
pressure responses have the same initial. r ise  ra t io .  There is, there- 
fore, one operating point of thtj turbojet  engine a t  w h i c h  the turbine- 
dischaxge t o t a l  pressure and t o t a l  temperature respond identically  to 
fuel-flow changes. 
The form of the  transfer  functions f o r  temperature and presmre 
responses to fuel-flow changes (fig.  1) i s  of the same form as the 
transfer  function  describing the conpressor-discharge to t a l  pressure 
response t o  fuel flow. From the basic a6sumptions Ehnd the mathematical 
development shown in.reference 6, the transfer function relating 
turbine-discharge t o t a l  pressure t o  .changes i n  both  the fue l  flow and, 
elrhayt nozzle area is 
The initial rise  ratios  are 
The eqlanation of the gain terms and initial rise   ra t ios  follows that 
f o r  the cmpressor-discharge t o t a l  pressure response. 
Similarly, the transfer function rehting turbine-discharge tem- 
perature t o  changes i n  both fuel flow and exhaust nozzle area i s  -: 
0. 
. 
? 
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The  initial  rise  ratios  are . 
&ab, the emlanation.for the gain terms  and  initial  rise  ratios 
follows that f o r  the  compressor-discharge  total  presrmre  responses. 
Jet  Thrust 
c 
Comgarison of the  jet  thrust  reeponse uith the  turbine-discharge 
total  pressure  and  total tqerature responses  indicates a similarity 
of form. Therefore,  the same type  of  transfer  function  describes  the 
jet  thrust  response  to fuel flow changes and, as developed in 
reference 6, is 
where  the  constants of the  equation  are  described in a m e r  similar 
to  the  preceding  transfer  functions. 
Minimum Data  Necessary  to C n q l e t e l y  
Describe  Dynamic  Behavior 
With  the  assumption f a constant  inlet  Mach  number  and constant 
altitude, a turbojet  engine  with a variable area nozzle has two degrees 
of  freedom.  However,  the  recorded  response  of a particular dependent 
variable  with  respect  to  simultaneous  changes  of fuel fl w and exhaust 
nozzle  area-is  difficult to interpret. The use  of linear W s i s  
allows a simplification. As shown  by  the  transfer  functions  describing 
engine  behavior,  the  response to one  input  may  be  analyzed  separately 
then  is  the  superposition f the two separate  responses.  Therefore,  the 
4 While  the  other input is  held  canstant. The response to two inputs 
b 
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dynamic respome of any dependent engine variable may be obtained by 
varying the  fuel flow and area separately and sqper-rmposing the  results 
of  both responses. 
Al engine gains are static  characterist ics and may be determined 
by measuring the slape of the steady-state relationships. The engine 
time constant 7 i s  a dynamic characteristic and must be determined 
exgerbntaI3.y. From i t s  mathematical definition, it i s  proportional 
t o  the negative reciprocal of (3) at constant fuel flow and constant 
exhaust nozzle area. Therefore, t h e  d e t e d m t i o n  of the engine time 
constant ueing either  fuel flow or exhaust nozzle area 88 a forcing 
function should produce the same result. 
The i n i t i a l   r i s e  ratios, wing coggressor-discharge pressure as an 
example, axe also dynamic characteristics and can be elrgressed &a 
obtained by using the  identities 
nJ w 
4 
CD 
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aS a result,  the minimmu data  needed to completely  describe  the 
cqressor-discharge total preseure  response to Fhanges in both fuel 
flow and  exhaust  nozzle area are: 
(1) Static  characteristics  determined from steady-state  curves: 
Knw, %a,  Kpcw, %,a, and 80 forth 
(2) Ekperimentally  determined  dynamic  characteristics 
(a}  Engine  time  constant z 
(b) An initial  rise  ratio,  or ( - ) w J A ,  for  each  variable 
APPARATUS AND msm-moN 
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Engine  Installation 
A turbojet  engine  was  mounted on a wing section  which spanned the 
test  section of the NACA Lewis laboratory  altitude wind tunnel.  The 
altitude  and  flight Mach number  were  simulated in the  following manner. 
Air  from a climatic  control  source W&B supplied  to  the  engine through a 
ram  pipe.  The  engine  exhausted  into  the  altitude wind tunnel  maintained 
at  constant  altitude. The wind-tunnel  static  pressure  po  and  static 
temperature  to  determined  the simulated altitude  conditions. The 
ratio  of  engine-inlet  total  pressure P1 to  po,  or  the  ram  pressure 
ratio, w-as a measure  of  the  engine  simulated  flight  speed. 
Engine. - The  turbojet  engine  used in this  investigation  consisted 
of an 11-stage  axial-flow  compressor,  eight  through-flow codustion 
chmbers, E single-stage  gas  turbine,  and a vcriable  area exhaust noz- 
zle. A sket& of this  engine  is h m  in figure 3. 
Fuel system. - The  fuel  system was of standard  design  except  for 
the fuel  metering  valve. This valve was designed to maintain a fixed 
fuel  flow  rate  for  each fuelvalve posftion independent of the p w -  
discharge pressure  or  combustion-chamber  pressure. 
A voltage  signal  was  amplified  and  fed  into a positional 
servomotor which was coupled Lo the fuel valve through a gear  reducer. 
The DC level  determined  the  engine  operating  point  and a switching of 
the M= levels  produced  approximate  .step  disturbances  in  the  fuel flow.
The  lagging of the  fie1 flow behind fuel valve  position was arnal com- 
pared  with  the  dominant lag engine  speed. 
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E-ust  nozzle. - The  variable  area  exhaust  nozzle was positioned 
in essentially  the same m e r  as the  fuel  valve. A Voltage  signal 
was  amplified  and.fed.lnto a p sitional  servomotor Which was  coupled  to 
the  exhaust  nozzle  with a gear  reducer  and  ball-bearing  screw  jack.  The 
DC voltage  level  determined,the  position  of  the exhaust nozzle. 
Instrumentation 
The  measurement and recording of engine  transients  required  instru- 
mentation and recording  facilities  that  possessed  the  following  char- 
acteristics; (1) linear  phase  shift  and  flat  frequency  response, (2) 
sensin@;  elements  that  had go dynamic  characteristics, and (3) signal 
aqlification  about any operating  point.  The  recording  system was used 
to obtain  the  correct form of  the  transient,  and  the  absolute  values of 
the  recorded  variables  were  obtained  from  steady-state  instrumentation. 
The  recording  system  used to obtain  the  correct  wave  shapes of the 
transients  consisted  basically  of a multichannel  recorder  with asso- 
ciated  amplifiers,  and a senaing  element  for  each  channel. A comglete 
description of the  design of the instrumentation  is  given i refer- 
ence 7. The  typical  trace shown in figure 1 was obtained  from  this 
type  of  in6trumentation. 
The  instrumentation for steady-state  values was used f o r  the cali- 
bration of the  recorded  transient data. A l l  pressures  were  measured  by 
mercury manmeters and photographically  recorded.  Temperatures  were 
obtained from chromel-alumel  and  iron-constantan  thermocouples  and 
recorded on self-balancing  potentiometers.  Engine thrust was  measured 
by  balance  scales,  engine  speed by a chronometric  tachometer, and fuel 
flow by  rotameters.  Exhaust  nozzle  area was indicated  by a potenti- 
ometer  voltage. 
Experimental  Procedure 
The  engine  used  in  this  investigation w s perated over a range 
of engine  speeda  at  the fallowihg simulated  altitudes  and flight Mach 
numbers : 
number 
15,000 0.22, 0.63 
25,000 
40,000. .22, 
m 
t- 
M 
N 
L 
. "" 
Po w 
4 co 
* The dynamic characteristics of the engine were first evaluated for 
fuel-flow  changes  at  constant  exhaust  nozzle area. The  power  plant 
was  subjected to a sudden  change in fuel flow M c h  resulted in a speed 
change of 400 rpm.  The  fuel-flow  changes were initiated  at  speeds 
ranging  from  idling  to mEbximum engine  speed.  The  transient  behavior of 
the  fuel valve position  (fuel  flow),  exhaust  nozzle  area,  engine  speed, 
cqressor-discharge total  pressure,  turbine-discharge t o w  temperature 
and pressure,  and  jet  thrust  were  recorded.  Steady-state  calibration 
values  of  each  recorded  parameter  were  observed at th  initial  and  final 
points of  each run. 
The same experimental  procedure  was  used  to  determine  the dynmnic 
response of the  engine  to  changes i exhaust  nozzle  area at constant 
fuel flow. 
Procedure  for  Processing Data 
Determination of engine time constants and initial.  rise  ratios. - 
* A method of plotting  the  transient  response  recorded data was  devised 
to compensate  for  the  inherent lag contained in the fuel flow. As - developed in appendix B 
1 
and 
Figure 4 is a plot of the  preceding  equations  as  applied  to  figure 1. 
In  this  manner  the  initial  rise  ratio  of  the  increase of comgressor- 
discharge  total  pressure to f'uel-fluw  changes,  and  the  engine  time  con- 
stant  can be determined. 
The  deviation  from a straight &e at zero time  is  due to the  fact 
that  fuel  flaw was not a true  step  function.  The  straight  line  -portion 
of  the  speed  response  was extended to the  initial  steady-etate  value, 
and this  intersection  is  the  theoretical  zero  time  that would ve cor- 
responded  to a true  step  input. This procedure  was also followed in 
the  evaluation  of  turbine-discharge  total  pressure,  turbine-discharge 
total  temperature, and Jet thrust  responses to approximate  steps in 
fuel flow. . .  
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The  various  gain  terms  of  the  transfer  functions  were  determined 
from the  slope  of  the  steady-state  curves relathg the  various  parame- 
ters  about  the  desired  operating  point. 
Correction  for chmges of inlet  total presmre. - The  character- 
istics of the  altitude-wind-tunnel  control of W e t  total  pressure was 
such  that  during  engine  acceleration,  the  inlet  total  pressure  varied 
in the same manner as speed  (fig. 1). This  effect  essentially  changed 
the  flfght  &ch  number during engine  acceleration.  Therefore,  cor- 
rection  factors  were  applied to the  data to determine  the  true  value8 
of  the  constants  of  the  transfer  functions  for a constant  flight  Mach 
number.  The  development of these  correction  factors  is  given in 
appendix B. Corrections  were  applied  to  the  responses of ngine  speed, 
compressor-discharge total pressure, and turbine-discharge  total 
tewerature. 
The  turbulence  contained in the  turbine-discharge  pressure 
reeponse  masked  the  speed  effect  (fig. 1) For  this  variable  the 
initial  pressure  rise was noted  directly from the  data  because  the 
inlet  total  pressure had not  yet  changed.  The  total  change of pressure 
m8 obtained from the  slope of the  steady-state  curve  at  the  desired 
operating  point.  The  ratio  of  the two pressure  rises  thus  determined 
the  initial  rise  ratio. 
A s i m i k  procedure m-s followed  for  determining  the  initial  rise 
ratio of the  jet  thrust  response.  Here it was  necessary  because  the 
engine  vibration  produced  force:  changes of the  order  of  the b e t  
increase.  Furthermore,  the  decrease  in  inlet  total  pressure  produced 
an equivalent  positive  thrust  which  amplified  the  speed  effect on th  
jet  thrust  response. 
Generalization of Data 
It  is sham in  reference 4 that  generalized  parameters  permit  the 
results of specific  tests  with a specific  engine  to be used fo r  esti- 
mating  performance  at  other  conditions. The results  obtained from 
steady-state  performance  at  altitude  conditions  generalize  to  standard 
sea-level  conditions.  Thus,  the  engine  gains  determined  from  the s lqe  
of the  steady-state  data would generalize  because  they are etatic 
characteristics. 
If the  variation'of  viscosity,  combustion.  efficiency,  and  com- 
pressibility  is small f o r  arnall deviations from engine equilibrium, it 
may be  possible  to  generalize  dynamic  characteristics  in  the  same man- 
ner  that  steady-state  characteristics  generalize. 
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The following corrections, listed in reference 4, have  been 
applied  to all altitude  data to generalize to standard  sea-level 
P1 6 =  2ll.6 (lb/sq ft) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The  results  of  the  application of the  indicial  response m thod 
(step  function  Fnput)  for  determining  the  transfer  f’unctions  of a tur- 
bojet  engine  are  presented  in two puts. First,  the  results  are sham 
for a step  input  of  fuel flow at  constant  exhaust  nozzle mea. Second, 
steady-state  relationships  at  constant  fuel  flow  are  shown  that aid in
‘determining  the  gains  associated  with  constant  fuel-flaw  performance. 
Also, a comparison  is  made  of  the results of determhlng the  engine 
time  constant  at  either  constant area or constant fuel flow. 
Transfer  Functions  at  Constant  Ekhaust  Nozzle  Area 
Engine  speed. - The engine-speed  transfer  function can be 
described  by  the  engine  time conskt a and the  speed gain K&. 
The  time  constant  is  shown  as a function of engine  speed in figure 5 
for  the  various  altitizdes  and  flight  Mach  nurribers  investigated. At 
altitudes of 15,000 and 40,000 feet  there  is  approximately 25 percent 
decrease  in  time  constant  resulting  from an increase in Mach nuniber 
from 0.22 to 0.63. At 25,000 feet  there  is  approximately 35 percent 
decrease i n  the  time  constant  resulting  from an increase in Mach nuniber 
from 0.22 to 0.85. At a constant  Mach  number,  there  is  approximately 
87 percent  increase in engine  time  constant from 15,000 t o  40,000 feet. 
In reference 4 it  is  stated  that  generalization  factors  could be 
used  to  correlate  performance  characteristics  of  the  engine  except  for 
the  characteristics involving fuel flow explicitly.  Generalized  fuel 
flow  is  shown  aB a function of generalized  speed in figure 6 ,  for  the 
altitudes and Mach numbers  considered.  The  fuel  flow  characteristics , 
of  this  engine  are  such  that  conibustion  efficiency  does  not  permit 
generalization.  However,  for  the  analysis  of  engine  dynamics,  the 
interest lies in the  slope of the  engine-speed - fuel-flow  curves and 
not in the  absolute  values.  The  data,  generalized to static  standard 
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sea-level conditions, appear as-paral le l  curves thereby having identi- 
cal slopes. It i s  this feature. of the engine-speed - fuel-flow curves 
which a l l o w s  generalization of %he gain qw as shown in figure 7. 
The generalized time constant i s  also sham as a function of gen- 
eralized speed in figure 7. This generalization accounts f o r  the effect 
of  altitude and flight Mach number on the engine time constant. The 
use of both generalized curves consequently, allows the prediction of 
the engine acceleration characteristics for any altitude or  flight 
Mach number. 
Compressor-discharge total pressure. - The compres~or-discharge 
to t a l  pressure  transfer  function can be described by the engine time 
cons ta t  7 ,  the  pressure  gain : $ . and- the  in i t ia l  r i se  ra t io  d. The 
time constant has already been Biscussed. 
CW' 
The initial rise r a t io  d generalized t o  standard s t a t i c  sea- 
level conditions, appears t o  vary linearly with speed (fig. 8) above 
5500 rpm. It approaches unity. a t  maxFmum speed, which indicates that 
the pressure increase due t o  speed alone (constant f i e 1  flow) approaches 
zero f o r  the condition of maxFmum speed. 
m e  pressure  gain $ is  also shown in figure 8 generalized to 
CW 
standard sea-level conditions. The gain diminishes with increasing 
engine speed and is maximum at the lowest geed. The variation in 
gain with speed i e  approximately 700 percent. 
Turbine-discharge t o t a l  tenqerature. - The turbine-discharge total 
temperature transfer  function also be descri$ed by the engbe time 
constant, temperature gain, asld, initid rise ratio.  The generalized 
teqperature gain qw ( f ig .  9 )  r ises  sharply with speed t o  6500 r p m  and 
remains essentially canstant at a value 0.160 f r o m  6500 r p m  t o  maximum 
speed. 
The initial r i se  r a t i o  h . ( f ig .  9) drops rapidly with speed t o  
6500 r p m  and remains f a i r l y  coqstagt a t  1 . 2  t o  a speed of 7700 r p m .  In 
this speed range the initial ri-se r a t i o  i s  greater-than .Wty i-ndicating 
that the temperature initially ,wershoots i t s  final value. A t  maxi& 
speed, however, the teIIIperature does-not overshoot " "  i t s  final . . .  value. 
Turbine-discharge to t a l  pressure. - The generalized constants of 
the transfer f'unction describillg the response of]turbine-discharge 
pressure t o  changes in  fuel flaw are plotted in-figure 10. The pressure 
gain qtw decreases w i t h  increasing speed and approaches a mia;lmum 
a t  maximum speed. The initial rise.  r a t i o  f increases with increasing 
speed and it reaches uni ty  at a generalize3 speed of 8100 rpm.  . A t  t h i s  
c 
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operating  point  the  turbine-discharge  pressure fol lows exactly  the 
change in fuel flow. Above  tbis  speed,  this  turbine-discharge  pressure 
overshoots  its final value. 
rr 
Jet  thrust.. - The  thrust  response  to  changes in fuel flow can  be 
described  by a transfer  function whose genedized constants  are 
plotted in figure 11, and, including  the  generalized  time  constant of 
figure 7, the dynamic  behavior of thrust at standard  static  sea-level 
conditions  is  completely  described.  Generally,  the  thrust gaFn 
decreases with increasing  speed,  whereas  the  initial.  rise  ratio 
increases w5th increasing  speed,  but always remains  below  unity. 
Generalized transfer functions. - Figures 7 t o  ll indicate that 
the  dynamic  characteristics of a turbojet  engine  generalize and these 
data can  be  used  to  predict  engine  dynamic beh dor at any altitude and 
flight  Mach  number included in the  range  investigated.  With  the  use  of 
the  correction  factors  listed in appendix B and  the  data in figures 7 
to ll, the  various  responses  at an arbitrary  flight  Mach  nutiber  and 
altitude  become: 
c 
-ne  speed 
Conpressor-discharge  total  pressure 
Turbine-discharge  total  pressure 
Turbine-discharge  total  temperature 
16 
Jet  thrust 
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Transfer  Functions  at  Constant  Fuel Flow 
In the section, Minirmrm Data Necessary  to  Ccrmpletely  Describe 
Dynamic  Behavior,  it is indicated  that  the  dyn8mic  characteristics 
resulting from changes  in  either  fuel  flow  or  nozzle  area  are not 
mutually  independent.  The  dynamic  characteristics  resulting from fuel- 
flow  changes  can  be  used to valuate the d m c  characteristic8  result- 
ing  from  area  changes. The only additioaal  data  necessary  are  the 
static  characteristics  describing  the  steady-state  performance. 
Engine  time  constant. - The  generalized  ttae  constant  obtained  for 
Step  changes in e u s t  nozzle +rea is Shawn in figure 12. It  is com- 
pared  with  the  engine  time  constant  obtained from a step  input  in  fuel 
flow.  The  agreement  indicates  that  the  engine  time constant may be 
obtained by either  input. 
The curves presented in figure 13 were  obtained by cross-plotting 
the  data  shoQn in figures 14(a), 14(b), and 14(c). These  data  were 
obtained by operating  the  engine at a constant  speed and varying the 
exhaust  nozzle area and fuel fl& to maintain the  specified  speed. 
The  gain  terms  for  compressor-discharge  total  pressure,  turbine- 
discharge  total  pressure,  turbine-discharge  total  temperature,  and  jet 
thrust  can be similarly determined  fram  figures 15 to 18. A constant 
corrected  fuel-flow l ine  of 5000 pounds  per hour. i s  shown in figures 14 
to 18, and the  respective  gains  .were  obtained from the slope of the 
constant  fuel-flow l ines at the .various speeds. 
Engine  gains. - Figure 13 presents  the  steady-state  performance of 
engine  speed  against  exhaust  nozzle  area  at  constant  corrected fuel 
flows  of 5000 and 3600 pounds  per h m .  For a constant  corrected  fuel 
flow of 5000 pounds  per hour the slopes  are  equal  at any speed. Thue 
the  gain  term qa is  independent of altitude  conditions. Similarly, 
the  engine  gain  generalizes  at a corrected  fuel  flow f 3600 pounds 
per hour. 
Initial rise  ratios. - The:initial rise ratio  for a particular 
dependent  engine  variable may be calculated as  outlined . i n  the section, 
Theoretical  Analysis.  With the.use of the  response of compressor- 
discharge  total  pressure as an -le, equation (9) gives 
3G 
c 
CEI 
N 
-4 
(D 
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Generalized  transfer  functions. - The  values  presented in fig- 
ures 14 to 18 axe  generalized.  With  the use of these  values,  the 
responses at  prescribed  altitude and flight M ~ c h  mmiber can be deter- 
mined similarly to  the  responses  for changes in fuel flow. The 
response for changes in both exhaust nozzle  area  and  fuel low then is 
the  -ear sum of each  response. As an exangle,  the  response  at  pre- 
scribed  altitude and flight Mach number of speed  to  simultaneously 
varying  ex%aust  nozzle  area and fuel  flow  is 
Dynamic  Characteristics  at  Sea-Level R a t e d  Conditions 
With  the  use of the  methods  described in this  paper and the  values 
determined  from  the  figures  presented,  the  dynamic  characteristics of 
the  turbojet  engine  are  summarized as follows: 
Rating:  Equivalent  steady-state  conditions: 
N = 7950 rpm W = 5400 pounds per  hour 
T = 1600' R 
F = 5200 pounds Pt = 3880 pounds per square foot 
. . .  
PC = 10,900 pounds  per square foot 
A = 2.40 square  feet 
18 - IWCA RM E5lKl9 
[Engine time  .constant = 1.8 sec] 
- 2.0 0 0.97 
The listed  values  are  ratios,  percent  per  percent. As an example,  the 
variation of turbine-discharge  total  pressure  with a simultaneous 
increase  of 1 percent  fuel flow.and 1 percent exhaust  area is as fol- 
lows. Initially there would be 0.57 percent  increase  due  to  fuel-flaw 
change and 0.37 percent  decrease  due to nozzle-area  change. At the 
final value, there is 0.59 percent  increase  due to fuel-flow change 
and 0.40 percent  decrease  due  to n zzle-mea change. The  initial  rise 
ratio  for  changes  of  either  independent  variable is the same, 0.97. 
For  the  conditions  listed,  the  area has negligible  effect on the 
turbine-discharge  temperature T. Also, the  nozzle area does not 
directly  affect  the compressor-discharge total pressure  because  the 
engine  is in  a choked  condition.  There is ,  however, an indirect 
effect on comgressor-discharge  total  pressure  by  the  exhaust  nozzle 
area. This effect is the  increase  due  to  speed  changes, 0.34 percent 
increase  per  percent  increase of area. The initial  rise  ratio is zero, 
or there is no instantaneous  change i n  compmssor-dischaxge total 
pressure. 
The  values  listed  for  jet  thrust  are  measured  thrust  values. 
Although  the data have  been  corrected for the effect of changing  inlet 
total  pressure on engine  performance, another error  exists. This 
error is due to the  forces  caused by the changing ram  pressure. 
t 
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- In some cases  this  error  amounted  to 50 percent of the  measured thrust 
increase.  The  values l isted for  turbine-discharge t o t a l  pressure.  are 
more  indicative  of  actual  thrust  response. 
The  following  table  provides a m e a s u r e  of the miation of engine 
gain  over a range  of  engine  speed  and  exhaust  nozzle  area: 
nJ w 
4 
<o 
6440 
8350 
6440 
8350 
6440 
8350 
6440 
8350 
Exhaust 
Lozzle  are€ 
A 
(sq ft) 
3.0 
3.0 
2.2 
2.3 
3.0 
3.0 
2.2 
2.3 
0.64 
.39 
.53 
.31 
0.34 
.25 
.80 
.70 -.39 
T F 
The  gains,  percent  per  percent, ra ge from low speed s m a l l  area  to 
high speed  large mea. As an example,  at the constant  large area 
(3.0 sq ft)  the  turbine-discharge  tot&  pressure gain increases  from 
0.12 to 0.65 percent  per  percent  change in fuel  flaw; also, it varies 
from a decrease of 0.14 percent t o  an increase  of 0.13 percent  per 
percent  increase in exhaust  nozzle area. 
In this  investigation,  the  dynamic  characteristics  of a turbojet 
engine  with  variable area nozzle  were  investigated and are presented. 
From  this  investigation  the following results  were  obtained: 
(1) Data  resulting  from  approximate step disturbances In either 
independent  variable  suggested  transfer functions whose forms can  be 
derived  from  functional  relationships. 
(2) The minirmun data  necessary to comgletely describe aynamic 
behavior  were:  the  dynamic  characteristics  (engine  time  constant and
initial  rise  ratfo)  determined from changes of either  independent 
variable; and the  steady-state  characteristics  determined for each of 
the  independent  variables. 
. 
c 
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(31 The engine  time  constants  and  initial. rise ratios  were  obtained - 
from transients  initiated  by  either of the  independent  variables. 
(4) The  aynamic  characteristics  varied  with  altitude,  flight Mach 
number,  and  engine speed. The  constants of the  transfer f’unctions 
describing engine behavior  generalized to one curye at  standard  static 
sea-level  conditions. This generalization  permitted  the  prediction of 
engine dynamic behavior  at any altitude and flight Mach number. 
Lewis  Flight  Propulsion Laboratory 
National  Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 26, 1951 
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APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
The foUawFng symbols are used in this report: 
A exhaust  nozzle  area, sq f-t; 
d, e, f, Q initial  rise  ratios 
h, 3,kJ 2 
e base of natural logar i thm 
F jet  thrus , lb 
G functional  relationship 
%,G2,Kl,KZ 
g29 7 2  
c 
k,Lz,kz, 22 correction  factors 
- 
J rotor moment of inertia, (lb) (ft) (sec 2 
K engine  gain 
% a .  engine  gain,  change in parameter x (a, PC, Pt, F, or T) 
due to &mge in area 
engFne  gain,  change in parameter x (N, PC, Pt, F, or T) 
due  to change in fie1 flow 
B engine  speed, r p m  
PC compressor-discharge total pressure, lb/sq ft 
Pt turbine-discharge  total  pressure, lb/sq ft 
Q engine  torqu , lb-f t  
8 Laplacian  operator 
T 
t 
. turbine-discharge  total  temperature, ?E? 
time, sec 
.. W engine fuel flow; lb/hr 
# 
22 
6 
A 
e 
-k HACA RM E51K19 
ratio of total  pressure at  engine  inlet o  absolute  pres- 
m r e  at s t b d  sea-level  conditions 
incremental  change 
ratio of total  temperature at  engine M e t  to  absolute 
temperature  at  standard  sea-level  conditions 
engine  time  constant,  see 
ambient 
compressor  inlet 
cn 
l- 
cv M 
Barred symbols indicate generalized to standard static  sea-level 
conditions. 
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CD 
IERIVATION OF EQWIONS FOR AmALYSIS OF DATA 
Method of Plotting Data 
The  engine  speed  response to a step  change in fuel flow at  constant 
exhaust  nozzle  area is developed in reference 6. This dynandc chaxac- 
teristic  is  described in the complex damaln as, 
TransfornlFng to the real domain 
For the  initial  conditions at  zero 
where 
AN speed change at time t 
(AN)f  total  change in speed 
Theref ore, 
Similarly, the  congressor-discharge total pressure response to a 
step chasge in fuel flow at  constant  exhaust  nozzle area becamee, 
For the  initial  conditions at  zero 
24 
therefore 
and at t = 0 
where 
mC pressure rise at time t 
( A P ~ ) ~  final pressure  rise : 
d initial rise   a t io  
NACA RM E51K19 
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It can be shown that turbine-discharge t o w  pressure and tempera- 
tWe, and Jet  thrust have sMlar indicial  responses because the same 
functional  relationship has been assumed. 
Correction  Factors f o r  Changes i n  Inlet  To ta l  Pressure 
The air supply to the engine was regulated with a valve in the ram 
pipe. During engine acceleration the valve was maintained fixed, thus 
the simulated flight Mach nuTdber varied. The pressure drqp across the 
valve depended on mas8 a i r  flow, uhich varied xith engine speed. As a 
result, the poor regulation of the air supply source war3 reflected In 
the data (fig. 1). Correction .factors are necessary so that siruulated 
in le t  conditions can be assumed constant during transient operation. 
The effect of engine discharge on einnrlated altitude m e  insignificant. 
- The inlet total pressure PI is assumed to vary linearly with 
speed for the  magnitude of speed change  considered. This variation can 
be considered  another  engine  input. For constant e-ust nozzle  area 
operation  the following analysis results. 
AQ = J k  
Expanding equation (Bll) about an equilibrium  point  gives 
When equations (B13) and (B14) are  equated, 
L. 
SFmilarly, ex-pmding  equation (B12) and  substituting  equation (B15) 
yield 
Equtions (BE) and (B16) describe  the speed and compressor- 
discharge  total  pressure  responses,  respectively, *en both the fuel 
flaw and M e t  -total pressure v w y  simultaneously.  However,  it is 
noted  that  the  actual  recorded data for the engine speed and compressor- 
discharge  tot& pressure responses  are of the form (fig. 1). 
where 7 2  fs the time constant  determined from the data, and 
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where % and G2 are  the  actual gains determined from the  initial 
aad final equilibrium  points.  The  initial  rise  ratio g2 and engine 
time  constant T2 are also determined  from  the  actual  data. 
The da;t;a show a static  correspondence  between  inlet  total  pressure 
and engine  speed  (fig. 11, 
P 1 =  -m (B19 1 
where k is 8 proportionality  factor. The substitution of equa- 
tion (B19) into  equations (Bl5). and (B16), and comparison  with  equa- 
tions (Bl7) and (B18) result  in  the foLLowlng correction  factors: 
The  gains qw and are  evaluated from steady-state  data sd 
correspond to theoretical  gains  resulting from a constant  inlet  total 
pressure.  The gafns % and G2 are determined from the  actual data 
(initial  and final equilibrium points}  and  include  the  variation  of 
total  inlet  pressure  with  engine  speed. 
$CW 
The  initialrise  ratio  g2:  and  engine  time  constant T ~ ,  measured 
from actual  data,  also  include  the  variation  of  total  inlet  pressure 
with  speed.  The  values of these  dJrlzamic  characteristics  for  constast 
inlet  total  pressure  can  be  determined  from  ?Ae  relationships, e p -  
tions (B20) and (B21). 
Generalization of Transient  Data 
According  to  reference 4, the steady-state relationships  obtained 
at  various  altitudes and flight Mach numbers  should  generalize  to one
relationship  at  standard  sea-level  conditions.  The  variation of Rey- 
nolds rider is  negligible.  Those  performance  parameters  th8t  involve 
fuel flaw, however,  do  not  generalize  because  combustion  efficiency 
varies  with  operating  conditions.  The  resulting  curves,  although  not 
coincident, may have  identical  slopes. 
NACA RM E51M9 
- Corrected  parameters  appearing in  reference 4 are used t o  gener- 
d i z e  the trassfer Functions developed in  t h i s  -pen-. 
Generalized  ngine speed --=x a -  & 
Generalized fuel flow 
N 
CE, 
Y 
Generalized thrust 
P -  - = F  
6 
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Generalized temperature 
IC- 3 = T  
Generalized pressure 
P -  "=p 
8 
In  order t o  generalize the data obtained at  various  altitudes, flight 
Mach numbers, and engine speeds, t o  standard seg-level conations,  the 
following relationships are used: 
I 
A 
P1 6 =  2ll6 D / s q  ft 
Tl e =  519* R 
I 
28 
The initid rise  ratios,  beingdimensionless,  require no altitude 
correction. 
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Pressure 
0 2% 
Time, t 
(a) Engine speed. 
0 17 2% 3a 42 
T€mo, t 
(b) Co~rpressor-discharge total pressure. 
Figure 2. - Theoreti- Fndicial responses of pressure an3 engine ~ p ~ d  to fuel flaw. 
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2.0 2.2 2.4 ! 2.6 2.8 3.0  3.2 
Exhaust nozzle mea, A, sq ft 
(a) Generalized fuel flaw a g a i n s t  ezhsust nozzle.area; altitude, 15,000 feet; 
ram pressure ratio, 1.03. 
Figure 14. - Determination of generalized gah, speed to exhaust nozzle area, with changes 
in ram pressure ratio a d  a l t i t u d e .  - 
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2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Exhaust nozzle area, A, aq 
3.0 3.2 
(b) Generalized fuel flow against ezhaust nozzle area; altitude, 25,000 feet; 
ram pressure ratio, 1;14. 
Figure 14. - Contfnued. DeterminatLon af generalked gain, speed to erhauat nozzle m a ,  
with chanps in ram pressure r a t i o  and altitude. 
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Figure 14. - Concluded. Detennin8ti.m of generalized gain, speed to erhaust nozzle area, 
with ohangee i n  ram pressure ratio and altitude. 
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12,000 
9, ma 
(b) Generalized ocmpreeear-discharge to& pieisure k i n a t  ezhsuit 
nozzle area; altitude, 25,000 feet; ram pres- *€io, 1.40. 
$rhauet nwzle m a ,  sq ft 
( 0 )  Qenerelized oompresaor-aisohnr@ total  pressure sgsfnst exhuad nozzle 
area; altitude, 45,ooO feet; ram preseare ratio, 1.03. 
Figure 15. - Concluded. Determination of gsnerslized gain, canpresmr-discharge total  preesure 
t o  exhaurb nodele area, wlth ohanges In rfm preeaure rat,io and altitude. 
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l!Smust nozzle area, eq ft 
(a) Generalized turbine-diecharge totel pressure against exhaust nozzle 
area; al t i tude,  l 5 , O O O  feet; ram pressure ra t io ,  1.03. 
Figure 16. - D e t e n t i o n  of generslized gain, turblne-discberge total pressure t o  e a u s t  
nozzle area,  xith changse in ram pressure ratlo and altitude. 
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Edmust nozzle axe@., @ it 
(e)  Genbralized Jet  thrust  ag%inet  ezhauat nozzle area; 
I altitude, 15,000 feet; ram pressure ratio, 1-03. 
Bigme la. 6 Determination of generalized gein, jet  thrust to exhaaet nozzle area, with 
changes in ram pressure ratio a d  dltitude. 
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